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Interior
Design and execut ion

2010 - 2019



SPIROU STUDIO  
Workshop & Museum

The space was created after studying the different 
stages of cartooning: Sketching, inking, coloring thus 
creating 3 different spaces:

Studio // Sketching
Workshop // Inking
Museum // Coloring

The choice of colors and furniture was inspired by 
the "Spirou" comics to create a Spirou like environment.

Date: 2014
Stage: Conceptual

*Booklet Available Upon Request.



SAPA FINE DINING LOUNGE  
Beirut - Lebanon

Located at the old Zinc in Sodeco, the 100-year-old 
villa has been redesigned to bring optimum comfort 
and coziness in a setting that is as authentic as it is 
contemporary. Mixing nature’s most beautiful elements 
with the modernism of its architecture and design, the 
restaurant and the bar leave up  the selection of 
atmosphere for a cozy evening. 

With one of the senior architects at AS-Architects, we 
handled the design of the bar with a wide material 
selection that varies from copper to painted wood and 
brick.

Date: 2014
Stage: Delivered



ABDELNOUR APARTMENT  
Baabdat interior works

Mod 23 and I were commissioned to design the new 
kitchen and terrace for the abdelnour family. The client 
asked for a slick industrial look.

White terrazzo with broken glass was our choice for 
the counter-top, oak wood for the cabinets with a 
touch of copper.

The design was approved by the client.

Date: 2019
Stage: Execution



CHALLITA KITCHEN  
Jounieh interior works

After the kitchen cabinets fell a new design was 
inevitable. The kitchen was redesigned to give the 
space height and openness to the dining room 
area.

Black counter top, lower cabinets made of Arlington 
oak and top cabinets taupe colored to give warmth 
to the kitchen. 

Date: 2019



SARADAR FAMILY OFFICE  
Ashrafieh - Lebanon

Saradar family office is an private investment company 
that had office that doesn’t reflect its value and the 
office’s need for team work. 

Concrete walls were torn down to leave space for glass 
panels for transparency, the use of Arlington oak wood 
give the space warmth, art pieces were mounted on 
wall, and a special attention was put to lighting to bright 
up the space and make use of the natural light. I was 
in charge of the design and execution of that project 
at ARCHIKA_SAL

Date: 2018
Stage: Delivered



SARADAR BANK  
Lebanon

Saradar bank is a family owned bank that wanted to 
change the whole bank experience. ARCHKIA_SAL 
were chosen to handle the interior design of most of 
their branches to keep the bank’s identity coherent 
throughout their agencies. I handled the design of 
some of the branches from carpentry, partitioning 
and lighting.

Wood and glass were the two materials chosen to 
reflect transparency and warmth. Privacy panels where 
designed to ensure secure banking.

Date: 2017-18
Stage: Delivered



Architecture

2010 - 2019

Concept,  Design & Execut ion



CYBRID  
Experimental Workshop

“In a world where every form is characterized by its 
parametric equation.

A world dominated by 3 gods of pure form.
A world where the hybridization process evolves 

around a mathematic procedures. 
Semi-gods are born.”

Cybrid was an experimental project where we had 
to create cyborgs that could potentially carry life to save 
the human race. Using parametric equations with 
different coordinates i was able to generate forms that 
were later on transformed into spaceships

Date: 2013
Stage: Experimental



RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
Dekwaneh - Lebanon

The project was to create a residential building that 
hosts different types of residents: Couples, Elderly, 
and students. The idea was to make the different 
type of residents live in symbiosis which each other 
rather than segregating them.

After massing the project a shape was created that 
generated 2 parks: one for the public and another 
private one.   

The intermediary volume hosts students and elderly 
and it was architecturally developed. The strip was 
split into 2 creating interior garden overlooked by the 
buildings circulation to create a social space for 
neighbors to interact.

Date: 2014
Stage: Conceptual



MONASTERY/YOUTH HOSTEL 
Marjeyoun - Lebanon

Saint - Anne Monastery belonged to the Greek melkite 
catholic located in Marjeyoun was once a boarding 
school. Inaugurated in 1892, the monastery didn’t last 
long before it was burned down in 1956 and destroyed 
by earthquake. 

After a study of the neighboring community, the 
monastery was to become a bustling new social hive. 
I envisioned a case study of how community-based 
resource management can stimulate the return for old 
habitants and offer means of economic independence 
to residents of rural communities.

Date: 2016
FYP

*Booklet Available  Upon Request



SPORTS FACILITY 
Haddath - Lebanon

The municipality of Haddath Beirut launched a 
competition between a number of Architecture offices 
to propose a sports facility for the region, ARCHIKA_SAL 
won first prize. I was part of the design team that worked 
on that project to make sure it fits the municipality’s 
budget and vision for this facility. 

Haddath sports facility emerges as a public destination 
that fits within its urban, physical and human environment. 
It offers to the community a social hub to meet, play 
and connect.

Date: 2018
Stage: Execution
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SABIS SCHOOL
Nairobi - Kenya

SABIS international school is a Lebanese school that 
expanded through most of the Arab regions and 
Africa. ARCHIKA_SAL worked on the design 
development of the school and a local Kenyan office 
was commissioned on the execution. ARCHIKA was 
chosen a decade ago to be one of the main designers 
for SABIS.

We lifted the school from the ground to create a shelter 
for the students to spend their recess.The landscape 
was designed as such to keep the ground floor open 
and accessible for every one.

Date: 2016
Stage: Execution



Heritage

2018 - 2019

Archi tecture & Archaeology



THE LAKE AREA -  DELOS  
Re-planing the tourists path

As part of the masters program we were asked to 
re-plan the lake area in Delos - Greece and take into 
consideration the tourists path that is missing some 
of the most important parts of Delos’s sanctuary. 

The sacred lake was dry so we decided, my 
colleagues and I, to replant the whole lake with tall 
grass to give the illusion of entering the lake and 
recreate the lakes wave. Also adding 2 palestra to 
the tourists track and rearrange their actual plan making 
them “comprehensive” and visitable.

Date: 2019
Stage: Conceptual

*Booklet Available Upon Request



CRYPTOPORTICUS -  ARLES 
Enthralling underground space

Arles cryptoporticus are one of the most visited places 
in the city. The space had a mediocre entrance from 
the city hall that doesn’t showcase the space’s 
importance. Its interior was badly lit with high humidity 
and no museography.

My colleague and I studied the space’s scenography 
and decided to highlight its mysticism. We moved 
the entrance to its original place and recreated the 
lighting to imitate a torch. Giving the space a mystic 
feel

Date: 2019
Stage: Conceptual

*Booklet Available Upon Request



QABR HIRAM MOSAIC
Joint Exhibition Alba/Louvre 

An exhibition was commissioned by the Lebanese 
academy of fine arts and the Louvre museum to 
present to the public the largest mosaic in the Louvre 
museum: Qabr Hiram Mosaic. 

Prof. Elie Abi Nassif and I worked on the exhibition 
and surveyed many of the similar churches form the 
same period. We exhibited the mosaic in its actual 
scale to the public and published a catalog about it. 
The Louvre explained how the mosaic was actually 
restored and their different procedures to maintain it.

Date: 2016
Stage: Delivered

*Booklet Available Upon Request



Urban
Planning & Design

2010 - 2019



MARTYR’S SQUARE
Beirut - Lebanon

The project is an intervention on the Lebanese martyr 
square to transform it into a place to connect, express, 
pray, play... Making it a social magnet for all the social 
classes and not only reserved for the elite ones. 

At the moment this place is occupied by cars, with huge 
parking spaces and highways with no pedestrian path. 
It is disconnected from the new emerging part of 
Beirut and has a lot of archaeological ruins 
underneath it.

The project’s goal was to give back the square to the 
people without completely removing the cars, expose 
the underground ruins and connect the old Beirut to 
the new one. 

Date: 2017
Stage: Conceptual



SOUK EL GHAREB
Shouf - Lebanon

In order to revive the village, and preserve its unique 
calm and serene character, Souk el Ghareb will be 
placed the collimator of Balamand, an event that 
could save the current situation of the village and 
revitalize it. The village was to be transformed from a 
ghost time to a university town. 

The arrival of Balamand will spark a pedestrian activity 
in the village who will re boost its long lost dynamism 
that might contribute to the return of its old habitants 
and the youth. They will have access to many facilities 
(cultural, educational, social) the proposed 
recommendation, will be implemented by the town's 
municipality with the collaboration of Balamand 
university and all the properties owners.

The project was a group project proposed by the 
municipality of Souk el Ghareb.

*Booklet Available Upon Request.

Date: 2014
Stage: Under implementation 



Photography

2010 - 2019

Archi tecture photography



FOSTER VS HERZOG  
Photography has changed the way we see architecture. The moment we decide to take the photo

Architecture is subject to its context, the weather and its occupants.
2014



SAMPLE PHOTOS  
2013-2019



PARIS
2019


